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Abstract  
Comparing network structures that characterize 

healthy and disease state is an important problem as 

it provides insights to the underlying mechanisms and 

treatments for complex disease.  However, it is 

intractable in general as it requires solving the 

subgraph isomorphism problem, which is NP-

complete.  We developed a heuristic algorithm to 

compare healthy and disease networks using local 

network properties, and the neighborhoods of their 

correlation difference networks.  The algorithm 

identifies areas of difference between “healthy” and 

“disease networks” through their correlation 

difference networks.  Thus,  subgraph enumeration is 

only needed in identified areas.  We have validated 

the proposed algorithm by analyzing three normal 

lung and lung tumor samples datasets. Results show 

the ability to identify differences between healthy and 

lung tumor networks that is consistent across 

multiple datasets.   
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Introduction 

Application of network properties to biological 

networks can bring forth important insights. One area 

is the development in the relationship between 

network topology and protein functions, or network 

topology and the underlining disease mechanism. 

Some studies, for example, Jeong et al. [1] suggested 

that most highly connected proteins are those that are 

most important to survival. Pržulj et al. [2] claimed 

that lethal proteins are not only highly connected, but 

they are articulation points.  Other studies, for 

example, Jonsson et al. [3] provided insight of global 

network properties of cancer proteins, and found that 

cancer proteins, on average, had twice as many 

interacting partners as non-cancer proteins.  

Comparing network structures that characterize 

healthy and disease state is an important problem as it 

provides insights to the underlying mechanisms and 

treatments for complex disease.  However, it is 

infeasible to compare all aspects of large networks as 

it requires the solving of subgraph isomorphism 

problem, which is NP-complete [4].  Thus, heuristics 

for network comparison have arisen. There are two 

network comparison classes, global heuristics and 

local heuristics. Global heuristics use global network 

properties such as degree distributions and diameters 

to compare networks.  However, global network 

properties do not contain the detail needed to capture 

the structural characteristics of biological networks 

[5].  Thus, more constraining local structure 

measurements have emerged [5].  Local heuristics 

use local network properties such as graphlets to 

measure networks similarities [4].  Graphlets are all 

non-isomorphic connected induced graphs on a 

certain number of nodes.  In Fig. 1, all 3 to 5 node 

graphlets are shown.  Two measures for comparing 

network similarities based on graphlets have 

developed, relative graphlet frequency distance 

(RGF-distance) [6] and graphlet degree distribution 

agreement (GDD-agreement) [4].  Both RGF-

distance and GDD-agreement returns a scalar for the 

difference between two graphs, but we used graphlets 

to obtain network structure difference between 

healthy and disease states.   



Although it is computationally expensive to compare 

all aspects of large networks, however, not all areas 

are needed to perform comparisons. Instead, methods 

can be used to locate important areas for comparing 

healthy graphs and tumor graphs. Thus, comparison 

of subgraphs can be done only on important areas as 

 

Figure 1- All 3 to 5 node graphlets.  Fig. 1 of 

Modeling interactome:  scale-free or geometric [6]. 

opposed to the entire graph.  Since gene expression 

data provides much information about a disease state 

[7], we used gene expression datasets to capture 

healthy and disease states.  With the use of an 

absolute correlation difference network (ACDN) on 

gene expression datasets, one can identify important 

areas in the network. The ACDN captures the 

difference in gene expression correlation values 

between the healthy and tumor graph, and thus can 

identify areas with significant difference, which may 

be biologically meaningful.   

In our disease-driven approach, we compared healthy 

and disease networks based on the neighborhoods of 

their ACDNs [8].  With a threshold on the absolute 

correlation values in ACDNs, x, guided by both 

global and local network properties, an ACDN can be 

used as a backbone to accurately estimate the 

difference in network structures between healthy and 

disease networks.   There is a trade-off between a 

large x – increased accuracy and increased 

computational demand, and small x – decreased 

accuracy and small computational demand due to 

covering fewer nodes.   x can be set accordingly 

depending on resource availability and the amount of 

detail needed.   

 

Methods 

Datasets and construction of graphs 

Gene expression datasets and gene signatures are the 

input to the method.  Three non-small cell lung 

cancer (NSCLC) gene expression datasets [9, 10, 11] 

are used, and are referred to as Hou, Su, and Landi 

respectively in this paper.  Datasets are chosen based 

on the number of healthy and tumor samples, and the 

balance between them.  Refer to Table 1 for a more 

detailed characterization of the datasets.  To focus on 

the most relevant genes, for each dataset, we consider 

genes that intersect with the eighteen validated 

prognostic NSCLC gene signatures.  Two correlation 

matrices for each dataset, a normal and a tumor 

matrix, were generated using pairwise Pearson 

correlations for all gene pairs. 

Given a healthy correlation matrix, H, and a tumor 

correlation matrix, T, an absolute correlation 

difference matrix, D, is generated. Let Hij, Tij 

represent the correlation value from the i
th

 row and j
th

 

column in H and T respectively. D is defined as the 

following: Dij = |Hij −Tij|.  The ACDN is constructed 

by taking the top x% of gene pairs in D. The choice 

of x is guided by both global and local network 

properties: shortest path lengths and graphlet 

distributions. We found that even if x is set to be a 

high threshold, it is sufficient to serve as a backbone 

to accurately estimate the difference in network 

structures between healthy and disease graphs.  For 

each vertex, v, in the ACDN, computes the 5-node 

graphlets that involves v. We use the neighborhood of 

ACDN to estimate the network structure differences 

between the healthy and tumor graphs.   

Table 1 – Descriptions to datasets 

Authors GSE # Title Description 

J. Hou et 

al. [9] 
GSE19188 

Expression data 

for early stage 

NSCLC 

91 patients, 91 

tumor and 65 

adjacent normal 

lung tissue 

samples 

L. J. Su 

et al. [10] 
GSE7670 

Expression data 

from Lung cancer 

Pairwise samples 

from 27 patients 

M. T. 

Landi et 

al. [11] 

GSE10072 

Gene expression 

signature of 

cigarette smoking 

and its role in 

lung 

adenocarcinoma 

development and 

survival 

107 lung 

adenocarcinoma 

and normal lung 

samples, 58 tumor 

and 49 non-tumor 

tissues 

 

Benchmark for evaluation 

Healthy and tumor networks were generated using 

the top 1% of the correlated gene pairs.  Details of 

the healthy and tumor networks are found in Table 2.  

The current method used ACDNs to locate the 

difference between the healthy and tumor networks.  

We used Fanmod [12] for graphlet enumeration, and 

GraphCrunch 2 [13] for graphlet distributions.  



 

Table 2 – Number of nodes and edges in healthy and 

tumor networks 

Dataset 
Healthy Tumor 

#Nodes #Edges #Nodes #Edges 
Hou 463 1956 416 1956 
Su 423 1755 433 1755 

Landi 321 1755 370 1755 
 

Evaluation of performance was based on 3 

categories, see Fig. 2: 

1. HEALTHY: graphlets that are in the healthy 

graph only. The performance of this category 

is denoted as Hp, the total number of graphlets 

in the HEALTHY category is denoted as Tgh, 

the number of graphlets in the HEALTHY 

category obtained from the current method is 

denoted as Cgh. 
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p
T
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2. BOTH: graphlets that are in the healthy and 

tumor graphs, but with structural differences. 

The performance of this category is denoted 

as Bp, the total number of graphlets in the 

BOTH category is denoted as Tgb, the number 

of graphlets in the BOTH category obtained 

from the current method is denoted as Cgb.  
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3. TUMOR: graphlets that are in the tumor graph 

only. The performance of this category is 

denoted as Tup, the total number of graphlets 

in the TUMOR category is denoted as Tgt, the 

number of graphlets in the TUMOR category 

obtained from the current method is denoted 

as Cgt. 
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Figure 2- Evaluation of performance was based on 3 

categories:  HEALTHY, BOTH and TUMOR 

Analysis 

Three properties are observed in the analysis of 

ACDNs:  1) the relationship between the number of 

vertices and edges, 2) the shortest path lengths, and 

3) the graphlet distributions. 

Number of vertices and edges 

Consistently from all three datasets we observe that 

as the threshold of the ACDN is lowered, the number 

of vertices increases much slower than the number of 

edges.  Fig. 3 displays this observation across the 3 

datasets.  Thus, as the threshold of the ACDN is 

lowered, more edges will be added into the graph 

than vertices.  Therefore, many newly edges interact 

with existing vertices.   

Shortest path lengths 

Another observation made among all 3 datasets is 

that there are many gene pairs with “long” shortest 

paths between them. As the threshold of the ACDN is 

lowered, there are fewer “long” shortest paths.   For 

example, at 99.9 percentile, Landi has shortest paths 

with length 22.  At 99.8 percentile, the longest 

shortest path in Landi is reduced to 14.  When the 

threshold of the ACDN is lowered, many newly-

added edges interact with existing vertices; thus, the 

distance between many gene pairs decrease. Fig. 4 

displays this observation. Different bar colors 

represent different thresholds, for example, landi999 

is Landi at 99.9 percentile. 

Graphlet distributions 

Yet another observation is that there is a peak in 

graphlet 10, denoted as G10, for all 3 datasets in their 

graphlet distributions for the 99.9 percentile ACDNs.  

The “v” shape of G10 is the backbone of many other 

higher numbered graphlets, for example, G13, G14, 

G26, G27, G28, G29 etc... If the 5 nodes remain, but 

  
 

Figure 3a- number of nodes and edges for Hou 

 



 
Figure 3b – number of nodes and edges for Su 

 

        
Figure 3c – number of nodes and edges for Landi 

 

Figure 4a-shortest paths for Hou 

 

Figure 4b-shortest paths for Su 

 

Figure 4c-shortest paths for Landi 

with an addition of edges, then G10 will become 

other shapes. At 99.9 percentile, the ACDNs have 

many G10s, and “long” shortest paths. The long 

shortest paths extend a large area that contains 

difference between healthy and tumor conditions. 

The “v” shape of G10 branches off to a different 

local area. As the threshold is lowered, the number of 

nodes added into the ACDN is less than the number 

of edges. Many newly-added edges will be formed 

with existing nodes resulting in the increase number 

of graphlets above G10, and decrease of shortest path 

lengths.  Therefore, at higher thresholds, the 

backbone of difference is already formed, and 

computing the neighborhood around the backbone is 

sufficient.    

 



Results 

Table 3 and 4 are the performance for the ACDN at 

the 99.9 percentile and 99.8 percentile respectively.  

At 99.9 percentile, Hou performed very well in all 3 

categories of the evaluation performance. However, 

at 99.9 percentile, Su and Landi did not perform well 

at the BOTH category.  At 99.9 percentile, Landi also 

did not perform well at the TUMOR category. This is 

explained by the fact that although they both have 

long shortest paths at the 99.9 percentile, they have a 

lot less G10 when compared to Hou. However, both 

Su and Landi performed well for all 3 categories at 

99.8 percentile. At 99.8, both Su and Landi have a lot 

more G10s when compared with their 99.9 percentile 

 
 

Figure 5- Graphlet distributions for the 99.9 

percentile ACDNs for all 3 datasets    

 

graphlet distributions, refer to Fig. 6. Thus, both the 

shortest path lengths and graphlet distributions are 

needed for accurate estimation. 

 

Discussions 

In our disease-driven approach, we compared healthy 

and disease graphs based on the neighborhoods of 

their ACDNs. With a threshold guided by the shortest 

path lengths and graphlet distributions, an ACDN can 

be used as a backbone to accurately estimate the 

difference in network structures between healthy and 

disease graphs. In the 3 NSCLC datasets, we showed 

that it is sufficient to achieve accurate estimation in 

the difference between healthy and tumor states with 

99.9 and 99.8 percentile of the ACDNs.  This 

disease-driven approach is not designed to be specific 

to only NSCLC. Thus, this approach can be applied 

to other cancers or other diseases.  

A future work would be to test the sensitivity of 

thresholds.  Another future work would be to test this 

approach with larger normal and tumor graph size 

using the “divide and conquer” strategy.  This is 

because the neighborhoods of vertices in the ACDN 

can be independently computed in parallel across 

different CPUs or GPUs. This is especially useful 

when the size of the normal or tumor graph is too 

large for subgraph enumeration algorithms to process 

the entire graph at one time. We anticipate that this is 

indeed an important property as co-expression graphs 

can be large, depending on the threshold set for 

constructing the normal and the tumor graphs. 

Furthermore, as the number of genes of interest 

increases, the normal and tumor graphs will grow in 

size.  

Table 3 – Performance for the 99.9 percentile ACDNs for all 3 datasets 

Dataset 
# Nodes in 

ACDN Tgh Cgh  Hp Tgb Cgb Bp Tgt Cgt Tup 

Hou 179 4182593 3666267 87.66 8468 8248 97.40 8577395 8520169 99.33 

Su 186 6137000 5800794 94.52 26838 19767 73.65 9081990 8404783 92.54 

Landi 183 15748654 13801528 87.64 505044 300586 59.52 12180103 6174288 50.69 

Table 4 – Performance for the 99.8 percentile ACDNs for all 3 datasets 

Dataset 

# Nodes in 

ACDN Tgh Cgh  Hp Tgb Cgb  Bp Tgt Cgt Tup 

Hou 266 4182593 4007166 95.81 8468 8325 98.31 8577395 8574195 99.96 

Su 301 6137000 6106593 99.50 26838 26633 99.24 9081990 9056966 99.72 

Landi 277 15748654 15546347 98.72 505044 472264 93.51 12180103 10164804 83.45 



 

 

Figure 6- Graphlet distributions for the 99.9 and 99.8 percentile ACDNs for Landi and Su
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